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Message

Items covered during finishes portion of meeting (see attached JPEG):
1. Flooring systems presented:
-Carpet, Resilient flooring (marmoleum), Polished and stained concrete, Woven
resilient flooring (Bolon). Options for carpet were presented, the (Mannington) grey
option with gold and white accents was favored over the brown/maroon carpet as the
latter pattern was perceived as already looking “thread-bare”. The blue accent carpet
was generally well liked but was perceived as not working well with the existing
school maroon color. A red option was requested for the next presentation. The
resilient flooring options with circular accents was accepted. Polished and stained
concrete was well received. The woven resilient (yellow) floor was liked as an accent
for the community center but options for the color were requested.
2. Ceiling systems presented:
-standard white ACT ceiling for most ceilings, specialty ceilings such as linear wood
and linear metal/perforated “wood-look” ceiling clouds were presented for the Media
Center and the linear metal/perforated was preferred of these options. Another
specialty ceiling, perforated gyp/acoustic ceiling was proposed as clouds over the
collaboration areas.
3.Paint color palette:
-Paint colors presented consisted of off-white general wall paint, Grey paint for all
hollow metal frames, Charcoal accent paint for (single wall) public areas. Blue accent
paint for (single wall) public areas. School gold accent paint for (single wall) public
areas. Colors were generally accepted except some concern for the blue accent,
perceived as not going with the school maroon color theme. Options to be presented.
4.Other / Miscellaneous finishes:
-A feature wall at the main entry was proposed with options of wood/look planks or
blackened steel look porcelain tile. The tile option was well liked with the addition of
possibly utilizing the school’s metal shop to provide additional installation at that
location. Decorative acoustic wall panels were proposed and well liked as a backdrop
for the reception desk. Decorative blackened sorghum panel at front face of reception
desk was well liked. A ryegrass alternative was suggested by JCHS but the company
producing these panels is no longer in business. Wall coverings were proposed as
accent wall coverings but were rejected as not being durable enough for JCHS. Two
options for casework, plastic laminate/solid surface was proposed and the lighter of
the two (with wood cabinets) was preferred providing that the countertop be reselected. Toilet room tile scheme of white/grey with blue round accent tile band was
accepted. General tack board color was requested to see options; the red color was
not well liked.
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